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This two volume report documents the work accomplished during


amended Phase II of Contract Number NAS 9-14636. The system


tradeoff analysis and system performance study that led to


three antenna pointing and acquisition algorithms for hardware


simulation is provided in Volume IV. The construction of


results obtained from the hardware simulation are described


in Volume V. A high level software description and a detailed


software documentation of the computer programs is to be


found in Volume V. The first three volumes of this report
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LINCCMs overall objective under this contract was to develop


a hardware simulation which could emulate the Shuttle's Ku-Band


Antenna Pointing and Signal Acquisition System. The desire was


to develop a simulation in which the antenna pattern, the TDRS


search volume, the a priori probability distribution of TDRS


satellite posi-tion relative to the Shuttle, and the antenna scan


procedure could be selected for the purpose of predicting








The simulation was developed under the constaints of assuming


a fixed network operation, the system must be real world impe"­

mentable, it must be cost effective, the program execution time


must not be excessive, the modulation technique is PN/BI-@/BPSK,








This document presents the results pertaining to the trade­

off analysis and performance of the Ku-Band Shuttle antenna


pointing and signal acquisition system. The study was performed


assuming the existance of various antenna scanning trajectories


and various signal acquisition algorithms. The square, hexagonal
 

and spiral trajectories were investigated assuming the TDRS


.postulated uncertainty'region and a flexible statistical model


for the location of the TDRS within the uncertainty volume.


The scanning trajectories, Shuttle/TDRS signal parameters and


dynamics and three signal acquisition algorithms were integrated


into a hardware simulation discussed herein and documented in


detail in Volume IV. The hardware simulation is.quite flexible


in that it allows one to evaluate signal acquisition-performance


for an arbitrary (programmable) antenna pattern, a large range


of C/N0's, various TDRS/Shuttle a priori uncertainty distributions
 

and three distinct signal search algorithms.


Based upon the data made available during this contract


period, certain Ku-Band forward link signal threshold characteristics


were studied. The antenna pointing and acquisition, threshold Ts, found


to be less than 60 dB-Hz with an acquisition time dependent on the


antenna scan procedure and acquisition algorithm implemented.


Various techniques are discussed in this report and a computer


program-is presented from which these can-be evaluated. It 
appears that there will he no problem in meeting te system 
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spec even in light of the uncertainty associated with the


possibilities of antenna sidelobe acquisition. The details are


provided herein. Assuming a single channel monopulse system and a


30 MHz IF bandwidth, a monopulse tracking loop bandwidth of one Hz,


the monopulse tracking jitter is 0.11 degrees at C/N0 = 54 dB-Hz.


The Costas loop arm filter bandwidths can be chosen to be ten
 

times the data rate such that no false-lock problem occurs


during carrier acquisition. Assuming loop bandwidth of


BL = 3 kHz, the loop jitter is 10 degrees at C/Nb = 60.4 dB-Hz.


Acquisition can ,be accomplished in less. than 10 seconds.


For the purpose of antenna scanning analysis, a reference


coordinate system, whose z-axis is in line with the center


axis of a specified uncertainty cone of the TDRS position, is


chosen for the relative relation between the TDRS and the Shuttle
 

antenna. The scan path of the Shuttle antenna can be projected


onto the (x,y) plane of the coordinate system; while the uncertainty


cone of the TDRS position can be described by a circle in the


(x,y) plane. The uncertainty in the position of the TDRS is


modeled by a truncated Gaussian probability density p(x,y) with


uncertainty parameters a2x a2 a By changing the value


of this variance parameter, the model is sufficiently general












In the study of antenna scanning three types of trajectories








structure of coverage over the uncertainty cone of the TDRS


position. The analysis technique used for finding average


scan time is discussed and an illustration of the technique


for a specific type of scanning trajectories and motion of the


Shuttle antenna is given. The results show that the spiral tra­

jectories is in general better than the other two trajectories,


especially for a constant velocity along a trajectory, since the


path of a spiral trajectory (from the center of uncertainty cone


to its edge) can be shorter than the other two.


From the Ku-band system specifications, it has been


recognized that the variation of the received signal level at


the Shuttle (due to TDRS EIRP path loss and antenna pointing loss


variations) varies as much as 23 dB. Ifthe antenna sidelobes are


not sufficiently suppressed, a potential problem called sidelobe


acquisition may cause the degradation in system performance.


Therefore in this tradeoff analysis study, three different


acquisition strategies are proposed and evaluated. The first


acquisition strategy may be used for the case where the sidelobe


acquisition does not impose a problem to the system. The other


two strategies are primarily designed to avoid the sidelobe


acquisition (especially the first sidelobe).


In this study, we assume that the first sidelobe of the


Shuttle antenna is 17.5 dB suppression from the main lobe of the


antenna so that we can study the effectiveness of the acquisition


algorithm proposed. Surely, one should note that the sidelobe


acquisition can be overcome by tapering down the sidelobes of


the Shuttle antenna below 23 dB. However, it has been
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found that with one particulr acquisition algorithm studied,








-The scan schemes and acquisition algorithms are all integrated 
by a computer simulation program. This software package, discussed 
.herein, provides a useful tool for predicting the performance

of the Ku-band antenna pointing system. Various options are


available for users to do tradeoff studies on system parameters


in designing an acquisition system. The software package has















The Ku-band antenna pointing acquisition systems based on


the noncoherent signal energy detection and scanning scheme


discussed previously have been simulated by digital computer,


for the tradeoff study in the design of the Shuttle antenna


acquisition. Several acquisition algorithms implemented are


given to provide flexibility in accommodating the different


operating ranges of autotrack systems. The acquisition strategies


are primarily oriented toward the avoidance of the first side


lobe acquisition in the spatial search. In addition, the


simulation also provides various options on the, scan trajectories,


scan rates and a wide range of CNR. Itessentially integrates


the effect of interaction of spatial search acquisition schemes


and the noncoherent signal energy detection. So the simulation


program is able to support the design of hardware development.
 

The simulation program was written in Fortran IV for the


Univac 1100 series computer. Originally, it was developed for


time-shared operation, which isavailable at LINCOM Corporation.


However, the program can also be used for batch processing with


some modification. The program consists of 19 internal subroutine


references and two external subroutines MERFIC (from IMSLS package)








The computing time to run the simulation program depends on








samples taken for channel noises. These two variables are also


provided-as options for a-user. The higher the values of these


two variables, the higher the accuracy in predicting the acquisition


performance and the longer the CPU time. The CPU time for a


typical case is well within 10 sec if the number of noise samples
 

is one and the number of simulated TDRS position is less than 500.


The simulation program provides,various options for users


to test system performance-for a wide range of system parameters.


The following options included are:


(1) The size of uncertainty cone of the TDRS position and


its statistical distribution function over the cone.








(3) The types of antenna scan trajecturies--square, hexa­

gonal or spiral with different overlap..


(4) The scan rates--constant angular velocity, constant


speed along a trajectory or combination of both-previous


cases (al-so-a switching angle es).


(5) The probability of false-alarm and the operating range


of carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR).


(6) The receiver parameters--dwell time of the-s~ignal energy 
detector, IF filter bandwidth, insertion loss and other 
circuit losses. 






(8) 	 The number of samples taken for channel noises.














The simulation program was structured as functional modules


so that each subroutine can be easily replaced to adopt to


any required function. For instance, the antenna pattern used


in the simulation can be simply replaced by other types of


antenna pattern. To do so, one should remove the subroutine


ANTNNA and substitute an equiyalent subroutine ANTNNA.


The simulation results are presented in two versions--one


for a-time-shired mode and the other for a batch process mode.


For the time-shared mode, the computer asks for input data


through -interaction with users. A typical output generated by the


simulation program consists of the following important parameters:


(1) The threshold THl and TH2 used for the signal energy


detector in a normal scan and in mini scans (such as


adjacent and sidelobe scans), respectively.








(3) Maximum scanning time (= time spent to reach the last


cell through normal path only)]








(5) "Probabilities" of detection,-miss and false alarm.


A sample printout is given in Fig. 1.


(2) Functional Diaqram of Simulation Program


To clarify the main functions performed in the simulation,


a flow diagram of the simulation program i-s depicted in Fig. 2.














































SPIRAL TRAJECTORY:: OVERLAP = 30.000,0 %


CONSTANT ROTATIONAL SPEED: 108.0000 DEGREES/S


<PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM: ;1000-02


CNR EXPECTED RANGE: 60.0000 DB 80.0000 DB


INTEGRATION TIME: 5.0000 MS


IF FILTER BANDWIDTH: 6.0000 MHZ


INSERTION LOSS: 1.5000 DB


°OTHER LOSSES: .0 OO0 DB-







WHEN CNR = 80.00 DB/HZ


THRESHOLDS: THI = 1.0568141 TH2 1.2276665 
NUMBER OF CELLS.: 302


MAXIMUM SCANNING TIME .3217689+02 SECONDS








CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO: .6000000+02 DB


ACQUISITION AVERAGE TIME: .3023562+01 S


STANDARD DEVIATION: .2362385+01 S


PROBABILITY OF DETECTION: .1000000+01






PROBABILITY OF MISS: 
 
PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM (IN THE SIMULATION): .0000000






























































RUNID: HUANG ACCT: 0544AA















































Flow Diagram of the Simulation Program.
Figure 2 . Functional 
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The TDRS position is simulated by a random generator with a.


specified distribution function. To measure the-spatial


acquisition time of the TDRS position, a set of s~mulated TDRS


positions is tested for a specified trajectory and scan rates


(speed for constant angular velocity and/or constant velocity


along a trajectory). The simulated data reported here are atl


obtained by 500 simulated TDRS positions.


In the simulation program, the acquisition monitor is not


a separate unit, but imbedded in the subroutine ACQ. This is


implemented just for the convenience in programming. 'The


detailed structure of the program is referred to -herein.


(3) 	 Capabilities of Software Package


The program developed for the Ku-band antenna pointing system


provides- various options in the size of uncertainty-cone,for the


TDRS positions, the type of scanning and trajectories.,, and spatial


(1) Conical angle of the TDRS position can be 40, lO
 
acquisition algorithms. Here are the capabilities of the software 
package: 
° 80 or .






function of the TDRS position can vary from 0.10 to 10'.


(3) Antenna pattern can have beamwidth > 100.


-(4) Three scan trajectories and wide range of'scan rates


(but limited by electrical dwell time) are available.


-(5) 	 The noncoherent signal detector can be operated over


a wide range of CNR and BIFT:product greater than 1000.


(6) Spatial acqui-sition algorithms with/without avoidance






(7) Probability of false alarm can be from 0.5 down to 10-7


(8) The number of TDRS positions inMonte Carlo simul.ation


can be selected by users. But it is limited by'the CPU


time in executing the simulation program.


In addition, the software package also provides a useful


feature for system designers to interact with a computer if the­

time-shared facility is available. Upon user's choices, a detailed


spatial acquisition procedure can be printed out for a closed


examination on the behavior of acquisition systems. Finally


one should also note that the application of the software


package should not be limited to the Ku-band system parameters








(4) Computer Program Utilization


The simulation program was- designed for two modes of usage-­

batch process and time-shared modes. Since the computer program


was originally developed through time-shared mode, it provides the


mechanism of interactions between computers and users. However, this


set of interactions should be suppressed for the batch processing.


Inorder to run the program in batch, one should provide the same set


of input data as one .type in input data in the time-shared mode,,


except for the first input data. To illustrate the details of the


input data required, several examples are given in Figs.. 1 and 2


to show the options available in the simulation and the corresponding




















INPUT DATA (FREE FORMAT)














(INTG) TYPE OF MOTION:


I - CONSTANT AIGULAR VELOCITY


2 -CQNt$TAT VET OC]TY ALONG TRAJECTCRY






(REAL) ANGULAR VELOCITY (DEGREES/S)








(REAL) PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM


(REAL) EXPECTED MINIMUM CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO (DB)






CNR VALUES TO BE USED IN THE SIMULATION 





(REAL) INTEGPATON TIME (MS)


(REAL) IF FILTER BANDWIDTH (MHZ)


(REAL) INSERTION LOSS (DB)














(INTO) 	 0 - SATELLITE POSITIONS ARE ENTERED AS INPUT DATA


















TRANSITION MODES AND VERIFICATION TIPES:


(REAL) NORMAL TO SIDELOBE SCANNING









31.e-3,1 .e-3,5.c-3 	 o .'- BG 
SCANNING SCHEME:o		 0t:_).?A6? 
-	
ONLY(INTG) 	 0 I - NORMAL PATH AND SIDELOBE CELLS






(INTG) 	 NUMBER OF NOISE SAMPLES (EVEN 1<(.)<20







IF YOU ARE ON-LINE, PLEASE TYPE 1 
ON-LINE

INPUT DATA (FREE FCRRAT) 








(INTG) TYPE OF TRAJECTORY: 












(INTG) 	 TYPE OF MOTION:


1 - CONSTALT ANGULAR VELOCITY 

2 - CONSTANT VELOCIlY ALONG TRAJECTORY 

3 - COMBINATION OF I'll­

(REAL) ANGULAR VELOCITY (DEGREES/S)


(REAL) VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECTORY (DEGREES/S)








(REALY PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM


(REAL) EXPECTED MINIMUM CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO (DB)
 







CNR VALUES TO BE USED IN THE SIMULATION 





(REAL) INTEGRATION TIME (FS)


(REAL) IF FILTER BANDWIDTH (MHZ)


(REAL) INSERTION LOSS (DB) 









(INTG) 	 0 - SATELLITE POSITIONS ARE ENTERED AS INPUT DATA


1 - SATFLLITE POSITIONS ARE INTERNA1IY EC-PDCL

















TRANSITION MODES AND VERIFICATION TIMES:


(REAL) NORMAL TO SIDELOBE SCANNING














(IPTG) 0 - NORMAL PATH ONLY


1 - NORMAL PATH AND SIDELOBE CELLS


2 - NORMAL PATH, NEARBY AND TEN SIDELOBE CELLS 
(INTG) 	 NUMBER OF NOISE SAMPLES (EVEN 1<(.)<20 
f-';nC olit Figure 3 . (Cont'd) 14 





INPUT DATA (FREE FORMAT) 
(REAL) RADIUS OF UNCERTAINTY 
(REAL) LEAMWIDTH 




I(SQUARE) 2(HEXAGONAL) 3(SPIRAL) 
(INTG) TYPE OF MOTION: 
1I CO0NS5TAN)7IUP 
2 - CONSTANT VELCCITY PLONG TRAJECTORY 
3 - COMBINATION OF "I" AND "2" 
>1 






(REAL) PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM


(REAL) EXPECTED MINIMUM CARIER-TO-NOISE RATIO (PB)


(REAL) EXPECTED MAXIMUM CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO (DB)


>1 .e,60. 80. 
CNR VALUES TO BE USED IN THE SIMULATION











(REAL) INTEGRATION TIME (MS)


(REAL) IF FILTER BANDWIDTH (MHZ)


(REAL) INSERTION LOSS (DB)














(INTG) 	 0LITF pOSTTnI A ElTEE AS TNPUT DATA 
1 - SATELLITE POSITIONS ARE INTERNALLY GENERAIED ­
>0 

(INTG) 	INTERMEDIATE RESULTS: NO(O) YES(l) 
>0 

TRANSITION MODES AND VERIFICATION TIMES: 

(REAL) NORMAL TO SIDELOBE SCANNING 

(REAL) NORMAL TO SURROUNDING CELLS SCANNING 

(REAL) VERIFICATION TIME 

>1.e-3, 1.e-3,5.e-3 	 ORIGINAL PAGE is 
SCANNING SCHEME: 	 OF POOR QUAL1T= 
(INTO) 	 0 - NORMAL PATH ONLY 
I - NORIN PA H AND SIDELOBE CELLS2 - NORMAL PATH, NEAR,_N AND THEN SIDELOBE CELLS 
>1 






Figure 	 3. (Cont'd)
',hC G onW 
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(5) Functional Descriptions of Subroutines


The functions of each subroutine used in the computer program


for UNI-VAC 1100 series are briefly described one-by-one here.


Their flow charts and-detailed documentations are given in


Volume II separately. The description of subroutines is


given in alphabetical order to be consistant with the computer


printouts from UNIVAC 1108 time-shared mode. The program is,


inict, started from MAIN then SIMULA. The subroutine SIMULA,


the core of the simulation, cells and-monitors the operations








This simulates the acquisition algorithms discussed


previously. The variable NULL, used to select the typeof








NULL = 0 for normal scan 
1 
2 
for normal scan plus sidelobe scan 
for normal scan, adjacent scan and 
sidelobe scan 
In the process of the spatial acquisition, the time spent in


any scan, including the transition from one scan to another


and verification time, is accumulated as one of the outputs of














(2) How to acquire--the detection,-was declared by:a normal














The antenna,pattern of the simulated Shuttie receivers is


assumed to have a first sidelobe of -175 dB from the peak of the


main lobe. The antenna gain is computed from the offset angle


between 'the simulated TDRS position and the, boresight axis of


the Shuttle. Hence, the offset angle (TH) is an input variable


in addition to the parameters characterizing the antenna (THB,


PATTC). A control variable K is used for computing the


antenna parameters as shown here


K = -2 for computing the angle of first null 
-1 for computing the angle of the peak of


of the second sidelobe








+1 for -3 dB beamwidth


2 for normal usage in computing the gain








For a specified trajectory (KSCAN), the subroutine computes


the locations of search cells (XCTR,YCTR) along the trajectoyy


and the scan time to reach each search cell from the desi-gnated


center of the uncertainty zone of the TDRS position. The scan


time is computed by calling the subroutine TCENTR. Hence, it


requires the following input variabies


KSCAN = 1 for square trajectory 
2 for hexagonal trajectory


OF PO0 'QU '
lMA G
 3 for spi-ral trajectory 
17 .Jn(ji 
MOTION = 1 for constant rotational speed 
2 for constant speed along trajectory 
3 for constant rotational speed first 
then constant speed along trajectory 




VLIN = constant speed along trajectory (inradi'an/sec) 
To ensure the electrical dwell- time to be smaller than KD times 
of the minimal mechanical dwell time, a warning is printed out 









This is a Gauss random generator whose mean and standard


deviation are specified by AVR and SIGMA, respectively. The








Yl = (-2.ln xl)1/2 cos 2,rx 2 + 1 
Y2-= (-2.ln x1)I/2 sin 21x 2 +


where xI and x2 are a pair of independent random Variabl'es uniformly dis­
tributed between 0 and Iand p and a2 are its mean and variance, 
respectively. -The algorithm has been tested for its mean, variance 
and skew coefficient. The results show that the algorithmgives 
a high confidence in its statistical nature. 
Subroutine HIT 
The signal energy detector is simulated by this subroutine. 




is compared-with a preset threshold (TH). If the threshold is


crossed, a hit is declared (HIT=.TRUE.); otherwise, no hit is given.


The input variables are the position of the TDRS and the location


of the boresight axis of the Shuttle antenna. The offset angle


TETA is computed, then the antenna gain by calling subrouti'ne








This subroutine computes the centers of hexagonal cells along
 

the hexagonal trajectory.' The computation is proceeded from








This subroutine implements the iterative algorithm needed


in solving for eqs. (20) and (21). The control variable K











The function of the MAIN defines the dimension of variables


used.in the simulation. The program ha-s been set to deal with


themaximal number of search cells to be 500. If the number­

of the search cells goes beyond 500, one should expand dimensions







This is a set-up for executing the simulation program. Two


system subroutine packages--MATHPACK and.IMSL-7are called to














is computed here. The number of samples for equivalent Gaussian



















This is the core of the simulation program. It reads in the


-data, prints the outputs and also monitors the operation of the











The search cells alons a sidelobe trajectory and adjacent


cells to a hit cell are computed here. The adjacent cells are


structured as those for hexagonal cells. Hence-i the-number of


the adjacent cells to be scanned is fixed as six. However,


the number of cells for the sidelobe trajectory varies depending








It computes the center of (K+l)t cell along a spiral






It computes the scan time required for the Shuttle antenna


to sweep along a trajectory to reach a spatial point in~the 
uncertainty zone of the TDRS position. It requires to input


the type of motion, scan rate (constant rotation and/or constant













The subroutine generates a simulated TDRS position according


to a specified Gaussian distribution. If a Gaussian sample falls


outside the uncertainty zone of the TDRS position, it is discarded


and another sample is takeh. Its input variabl-es are SIGMA,








The setup of threshold levels used for spatial -acquisition


is done in this subroutine. The threshold TH is first computed
 

for the given probability of false-alarm under the channel noise


condition. Then it checks the- probability of detection Pfas


due to the second sidelobe of the Shuttle antenna at the


maximal value of CNR in the specified operating range. If Pfa


is larger than the given probability of false alarm, the threshold


is adjusted to yield at least 0.1 probability of false alarm


due to second sidelobe at the strongest CNR. This implies that


the probability of false-alarm at lowest CNR is much smaller


than the specified one.


The threshold TH2 is computed based on the assurance of


having the specified probability of false alarm due to the first








This is a uniform random generator over (0,1). A pair





























2. Subroutine 	 SIMULA


Purpose: 	 Read input data, determine the P'a priori"


set of data necessary for the "acquisition




















NCELLD - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CELLS POSSIBLE TO'BE-USED TO SC-AN THE 
UNCERTAINTY REGION 
NSLDIM - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CELLS POSSIBLE TO BE'USED IN THE 
SIDELOBE SCANNING 
NNEARD - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CELLS POSSIBLE,TO BE USED IN THE 










* (ELEV,AZIM) - VECTORS WITH THE.CENTERS OF THE VARIOUS CELLS 
(POLAR COORDINATES) 
(XSLO,YSLO) 	 - VECTORS W-ITH THE CENTERS OF THE SIDELOBE CELLS WHEN 
ANTENNA BORESIGHT IS POINTING TO THE ORIGIN 
-(XNEARO,YNEARQ) 	 VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS -OF THE NEARBY CELLS WHEN 
ANTENNA BORESIGHT IS POINTING TO THE ORIGIN 
KHIT - VECTOR WITH THE LAST HITS, STARTING WITH THE LAST CELL 
IN THE NORMAL PATH WHERE A HIT WAS OBSERVED 







THM - RADIUS OF THE UNCERTAINTY REGION (RADIANS) 
THB - RADIUS OF -3DB ANTENNA MAIN LOBE-

OVLAP - OVERLAP 












MOTION - DESIRED ANTENNA MOTION.


1 - CONSTANT ROTATIONAL SPEED


2 - CONSTANT VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECTORY


3 - COMBINATION OF "1" AND "2"


VANG - ANGULAR VELOCITY (RADIANS!S)


VLIN - LINEAR VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECTORY (RADIANS/S)


SWTCH - SWITCHING ANGLE (IN RADIANS) TO GO FROM "MOTION=1"

TO "MOTION=2" 
PFA - PROBABILITY'OF FALSE ALARM 
CNRMIN 
- CNRMAX - EXPECTED CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO DYNAMIC RANGE (DB) 
CNR - ACTUAL CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO (IN DB) USED IN THE 
SIMULATION 
TD - ELECTRICAL DWELL TIME (MS) 
BIF - IF FILTER BANDWIDTH (lHZ) 
FLOSS - FILTER INSERTION LOSS (DB) 
OTHERL - OTHER LOSSES (DB) 
NTDRSS - NUMBER OF SATELLITE POSITIONS GENERATED DURING THE 
SIMULATION FOR EACH "SET OF CONDITIONS" 
SIGMAP - STANDARD DEVIATION (IN RADIANS) OF THE TRUNCATED 
GAUSSIAN DENSITY FUNCTION USED 'TO GENERATE THE SAiELLITE 
POSITION 
TSL - TIME INTERVAL TO SWITCH FROM NORMAL SCANNING TO SIDELOBE 
SCANNING 
TCLOSE - TIME INTERVAL TO SWITCH FROM NORMAL SCANNING TO NEARBY 
SCANNING 
TVERIF - VERIFICATION TIME 
NULL - SELECT SCANNING SCHEME 
0 - NORMAL PATH ONLY (AUTO-TRACK RANGE < ANGLE BETWEEN' 
1 - NORMAL PATH AND SIDELOBE CELLS (AUTO-TRACK RANGE 
< ANTENNA NULLS 
2 - NORMAL PATH, SIDELOBE, AND THEN NEARBY CELLS (AUTO-
TRACK RANGE < BEAMWIDTH)

3 - NORMAL PATH, NEARBY, AND THEN SIDELOBE CELLS (AUTO-
TRACK RANGE < BEAMWIDTH) 
TH1,TH2 - THRESHOLDS 
PDET - PROBABILITY OF DETECTION 
PDSL - PROBABILITY OF DETECTION BY SIDELOBE ACQUISITION 
PMISS - PROBABILITY OF MISS 
PRFA - PROBABILITY.OF FALSE ALARM (SIMULATED) 
TAVR - AVERAGE TIME (IN SECONDS) TO DETECT THE SATELLITE 
SIGMAT - CORRESPONDING STNNDARb DEVIATION 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
























DETERMINE CELLS TO 










AND NEARBY CELLS 
WHEN ANTENNA BORE-






SNR = SNRI 






















DETERMINE THE CELL 

WHERE THE SATELLITE 





T- TIME SPENT TO DETECT SATELLITE 





















DETERMINE THE FINAL ANGLE DD


BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AND THE








IPDET=1ADD > DSLB 
-NO -


























































iA SNR > SNR2 













16. 	 Subroutine HIT


Purpose:- Simulate the noisy output of the integrator and


verify if this output is greater than a prescribed 
threshold (HIT=TRUE) OR NOT (HIT=FALSE). 
Usage: Call HIT(X,Y,XTDRS,YTDRS,TH,RECSIG,HIT,S0) 
Input Parameters,: 
(X,Y) - ANTENNA BORESIGHT­
(XTDRS,YTDRS)- SATELLITE POSITION 
TH - THRESHOLD 
Output Parameters: 
RECSIG - RECEIVED SIGNALPOWER + NOISE 
HIT - LOGICAL VARIABLE 
TRUE - IF RECSIG > TH 
FALSE - IF RECSIG < TH 
SO - VARIABLE USED INTHE NOISE GENERATION 
Subroutines Required: NOISE 
17. 	 Subroutine NOISE














SO - VARIABLE USED IN THE GAUSSIAN NOISE GENERATION 
SIGMAN - GAUSSIAN NOISE STANDARD DEVIATION (COMMON)
POTXG - RECEIVED SIGNAL -POWER (COMMON)
















Model 	 : ORIGINTAL PAGE IS' 
SIGN2 = SIGMAN*SIGMAN OF POOR QUALTy 
AVR = SIGN2 
STD = SQRT((I.+2.*POTXG/SIGN2)/NSAMPLY*SIGN2 
EQN 	 = N(AVR,STD) 
30 
14. 	 Subroutine UNIFOR


Purpose: Generate two uniformly distributed random numbers











S - INPUT RANDOM NUMBER (MODIFIED IN THE SUBROUTINE) 
Output Variables: 
Xl,X2 - PAIR OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES UNIFORMLY 
DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN 0 AND 1 
Method: 
X = MOD(S*7**5,2**21-1)/2**31 
.15. 	 Subroutine ACQ

































NULL - SELECTS SCANNING SCHEME 
0 - SEARCH CELLS IN TIlE NORMAL PATH ONLY WITH 
THRESHOLD Till 
1 - SEARCH CELLS IN THE NORMAL PATH WITH THRESHOLD TH1 
AND THEN SIDELOBE CELLS WITH THRESHOLD TH2 
(AUTO-TRACK RANGE < ANGLE BETWEEN NULLS) 
3 - SEARCH CELLS IN THE NORMAL PATH WITH THRESHOLD THi, 
THEN NEARBY CELLS WITH THRESHOLD, AND THEN SIDELOBE 
CELLS WITH SAME THRESHOLD TH2 
(AUTO-TRACK RANGE < ANGLE BETWEEN NULLS)


THB - RADIUS OF ANTENNA MAIN LOBE


XKS - DISTANCE BETWEEN SUCESSIVE CENTERS


NCELL - NUMBER OF CELLS TO SCAN THE WHOLE UNCERTAINTY REGION


(XCTR,YCTR) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF THE CELLS 
TCTR - VECTOR WITH THE TIME INSTANTS EACH CENTER IS ACHIEVED 
AZIM - VECTOR WITH THE AZIMUTH OF EACH CENTER 

NSL - NUMBER OF SIDELOBE CELLS 

(XSLO,YSLO) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF THE SIDELOBE CELLS 

WHEN THE ANTENNA IS POINTING TO THE ORIGIN






NNEAR - NUMBER OF NEARBY CELLS 
(XNEARO,YNEARO) VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF THE NEARBY CELLS 
DTNEAR - TIME INTERVAL TO GO FROM ONE NEARBY CELL TO THE NEXT ONE 
VANG - CONSTANT ROTATIONAL SPEED 
TH1,TH2 - THRESHOLDS 
TSL - TIME INTERVAL TO GO FROM A NORMAL SCANNING SCHEME TO 
THE SIDELOBE VARIATION 




TVERIF - VERIFICATION TIME


(XTDRS,YTDRS)- GENERATED SATELLITE POSITION


NNEARD - DIMENSION OF VECTORS XNEARO, YNEARO,XNEAR, YNEAR,


AND TH IN THE CALLING PROGRAM


SO - VARIABLE USED FOR RANDOM NOISE GENERATION


PRT - LOGICAL VARIABLE






T - TIME SPENT TO DETECT THE SATELLITE 
IPMISS - (0) THE SATELLITE WAS DETECTED 
(1) THE SATELLITE WAS MISSED


IPDET - (0) THE SATELLITE WAS MISSED


(1) THE SATELLITE WAS DETECTED


•IPflSL - (0) THE SATELLITE WAS NOT DETCTED BY SIDELOBE DETECTION 
(1) THE SATELLITE WAS DETECTED WHEN THE SYSTEM WAS 
SEARCHING SIDELOBE CELLS 
KHIT - VECTOR WITH THE LAST HITS, STARTING WITH THE LAST CELL 
IN THE NORMAL PATH WHERE A HIT WAS-OBSERVED








TH - VECTOR WITH THE THRESHOLDS USED TO SEARCH THE NEARBY









(XSL,YSL) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF SIDELOBE CELLS 
CORRESPONDING TO A GENERIC POSITION IN THE NORMAL PATH 
. (XNEAR,YNEAR) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF NEARBY CELLS 
































IHIT=lHIT + I 
KHIT(IHIT) =ICELL 
Figure 42. 



































KHIT(IHIT) = ICELL 















ORIGINAL PAGE IS 














INEAR>I T = T+ DTNEA R 
IERNERF HIT: TH2 













KHIT(IHIT):NEARESTNORMAL PAH CELL 
E 





























ISL < NSL 
T IPI1 
THX = RECSIG 
G 
T = T+TSLTP 
QUAjt-































IPDET = 1 













T = T+TVERIF --
HIT: THI F 
A CELL<NCELL 
I IPDET I 
XDET-= XCTR(ICELL) 
YDET YCTR(ICELL) 
( IPMISS =1 









3. 	 Subroutine ANTNNA


Purpose: Determine angle and gain corresponding to


(a)first null, (b)second sidelobe, (c)first


sidelobe, (d) -3 dB point in the mainlobe, and


(e)gain for any input angle..








K - CONTROL PARAMETER 
-2 - THE SUBROUTINE DETERMINES ANGLE FOR FIRST ZERO 
-1 - THE SUBROUTINE DETERMINES ANGLE FOR SECOND MAXIMUM, 
AND CORRESPONDING GAIN 
0 - THE SUBROUTINE DETERMINES' ANGLEFOR FIRST MAXIMUM 
AND CORRESPONDING GAIN 
1 - THE SUBROUTINE DETERMINES ANGLE CORRESPONDING 
TO MAINLOBE -3dB POINT AND CORRESPONDING GAIN 
2 - THE SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE GAIN FOR THE 
ANGLE = TH 





TH ANGLE OF FIRST NULL (K=-2), OR SECOND SIDELOBE


(K=-l-), OR FIRST SIDELOBE (K=O), OR MAINLOBE
 

-3 dB POINT (K=I)












GAIN 	 = J1(x)/x; x sin-l (TH) + 1.61/THB


4. 	 Subroutine TH1TH2


Purpose: 	 Determine thresholds THI and TH2 for a given


probability of false alarm.

















CNR1 - CNR2 CARRIER-TO-NOISE DYANMI,C RANGE (DB) 
PFA -PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM 
BIF -IF FILTER BANDWIDTH 
FLOSS -FILTER INSERTION LOSS (DB) 
ORTHERL -OTHER LOSSES (DB)" 




THI -NORMAL PATH SCANNING THRESHOLD

















DETERMINE THI (TH2) j PFA,BIF,FLOSS,OTHERL

















WHEN CNR=CNR2 AND THE


























RETURN 1ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF. POOR QUAI MT 







Purpose: Compute number of cell.s needed for complete


scan of the uncertainty region, their centers


























2 - HEXAGONAL 
-3 - SPIRAL 
THM - RADIUS OF THE UNCERTAINTY REGION (RADIANS-) 
OV- OVERLAP BETWEEN CELLS (%) 
MOTION - DESIRED ANTENNA MOTION 
1 - CONSTANT ROTATIONAL SPEED


2 - CONSTANT-SPEED ALONG TRAJECTORY


3 - COMBINATION OF "I" AND "2"


VANG - ANGULAR VELOCITY (RADIANS/S-.Y-

VLIN - LINEAR VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECTORY (aADIANS/S)


XKS - DISTANCE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE CENTERS (RADIANS)








•NCELLD 	 - DIMENSION OF VECTORS XCTR,YCTR,TCTR,AZIM, AND








(XCTR,YCTR) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF THE CELLS


TCTR - VECTOR WITH THE TIME INSTANTS THE CENTER OF


EACH CELL IS ACHIEVED 
ELEV - VECTOR WITH THEELEVATION OF THE 'CELLS CENTERS 























K - CELL NUMBER - 1


ELI,AZI - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF-PREVIOUS CEEL (COMMON)


THB - RADIUS OF ANTENNA MAIN LOBE (COMMON








ELO,AZO - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF FOLLOWING CELL (COMMON), 




7. 	 Subroutine HPOSTN














K - CELL NUMBER.- 1


ELI,AZI - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF PREVIOUS CELL (COMMON)








ELO,AZO - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF FOLLOWING CELL (COMMON)








8. 	 Subroutine SPOSTN








Usage: 	 Call SPOSTN (K) ORIGINAL PAGE is 
OF POOR QUALIYInput 	 Parameters: 
 
K - CELL NUMBER - 1


ELI,AZI - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF PREVIOUS CELL (COMMON)


THB - RADIUS OF ANTENNA MAINLOBE (COMMON)








ELO,AZO - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF FOLLOWING CELL, (COMMON)


XO,YO - CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF FOLLOWING CELL (COMMON)
 









Purpose: Determine iteratively the azimuth of the next


center, given the position of the previous one,











A,B - ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH OF PREVIOUS CENTER


GUSS - INITIAL AZIMUTH GUESS 
THB .- RADIUS OF ANTENNA MAIN LOBE 
D - HALF DISTANCE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE CENTERS 
PI - CONSTANT (3.141592653) 
K - CONTROL PARAMETER 
I - INTERMEDIATE RESULT

















Purpose: Determine thd time instant. The cell (ELO,AZO)


is achieved following the normal path.




















MOTION - TYPE OF ANTENNA MOTION
 

1 - CONSTANT ANGULAR VELOCITY


2 - CONSTANT VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECOTYR


3 - COMBINATION OF "ll AND "$2"


VANG - ANGULAR VELOCITY (RADIANS/S)


VLIN - LINEAR VELOCITY ALONG TRAJECTORY (RADIANS/S)


D2 - DISTANCE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE CENTERS




















11. 	 Subroutine SLCELL


Purpose: Determine number and position of sidelobe or nearby

















KSL - SELECTS SIDELOBE(=l) OR NEARBY(=O) CELLS


THB - BEAMWIDTH RADIUS (RADIANS)


OVLAP - OVERLAP (%)


VANG - ANGULAR VELOCITY (RADIANS/S)











-	 NSL - NUMBER OF SIDELOBE CELLS 
(XSL,YXL) - VECTORS WITH THE CENTERS OF THESE SIDELOBE CELLS 
WHEN THE ANTENNA IS POINTING TO THE ORIGIN 
DTSL - TIME INTERVAL TO GO FROM ONE SIDELOBE CELL TO 






12. 	 Subroutine TDRSS


Purpose: 	 Generate a TDRSS position in the uncertainty region























Usage: Call 	 TDRSS(S0,SIGMAP,THM2,XTDRSS,YTDRSS)


ORIGINAL PAGE IS 











SIGMAP - DESIRED STANDARD DEVIATION

















Purpose: 	 Generate "N" (even) normally distributed random












So - INPUT RANDOM NUMBER














X - VECTOR OF LENGTH "N" WITH THE GENERATED 
NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED NUMBERS 
Subroutines Required: UNIFOR 
Method: Box and Muller 
If 
XI,X2 - INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED -
BETWEEN 0 AND 1. 
THEN 
fl = SIGMA*SQRT(-2*ALOG(Xl))*COS(2*PI*X2)+AVR, 
f2 = SIGMA*SQRT(-2*ALOG(Xl))*SIN(2*PI*X2)+AVR 
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I.lmp$=il I z .I09AI,1'I.I+ FCFTVFI) Pf-,P - .l0Oil1770+ Er. $IlTCF 
IH4F:$Wl),O . Iln; hj4+l RE.CEIVE) PO'nF0 ,*I2, 70+tI FO, HIt,a 
tNqE5'41 , .a .IfIluHIO4 PEFII VC PrljER .11 10d3?+iI1 1 (. NOTEIF . 
11NRES OL 0 .*I'ITQMA+1 PFCEIVEI) M4WIF . 109A,,31+61 F a. I - F 
*99Q4nuann HIT w 
*|O0sk8s-,+rnl liT m 
*L0 ,76q+Mt NIT = 
*918 7 61,n0 HIT z 
9qds(mn+Afl 141T u 
*I0Spl.p+i NIT c 
. 0979,3' +40 HIT 
.I00I -6+ r HIT 
.Ioo n HlIT 
.IOO?, 4 NIT a 
[N=tai, oIt 
.lO h9"7.,,.nt HIT 
,1A 003LR,+ HIT ;t 
99t46.1'.410 hiT 
,10n15,04+.t 4it a * 
q.pQI4n0 HIT 
,%2,?8qon 1 1 
*99037A'410 HIT 2 
,In.SI?,.i)I HiT -
.490 9?1.ro NIT a 
,'9 ".?AI+ AA IIIlI 
,1005P7s,01 HIT 2 
,)99l , +00 HIT = 
0,1 r1+nt HIT = 
.l060tlnl MIT a 
*99h6i,'i-+on Bit 
o021,0p,taiHIT a 
. A217A+pI HIT 
*lO070,,nAl NIT a 
1''? HIT -
* 










































1 TWRtl*(ILO = *Ip31qR2+l,) 
4')2 I'HR4eil I' ?.I Ip9AOaI 
3 1N'EtSIL' , z *ttIM.F4 
4 1i4 E3lLf1 ,'= *1i '1APrl 
5rl I H' FSXflIln 2 . P3Il00 I 
6 l'1,4EMIBLQ c .IItNP,+l)I 
PECEIvF(; PN.pnR a 
RECEIVE,.I) &0n ER = 
PQrrIVF) PO'IFQ x 
PF(FIVFIU POP Q 
Pr.FTvElD Pn.i, P 
RECFTV F- PV FR m 






1FQ, NO IF 
f0. N'IyE 






2 .l9" 11,.l 
*0617-,h+0 
aTIpX *,9 , 92ot44 














51,1;1 Sr-A'l'J 10 5I')LI IlwfL CLLS 
CU'i. 
CE .1It : 
CALL 'l. 
ri+tl ','I . 
C1l. lI , 










IIiF il) I, 
-i" )lt'
f,4kS'.lb 
II " EF'rtI. 








*I ?Xi -AtI 
I"pI;1'RelIj 
*I?4I',I 
.1 t ,'OU"41 
*I P31 9AP+, 
,t?;1'4*,II 
I.l;, llr'u+I 
RFCPLIVFD P11PE . 
FrF FvUpi'0"E't =2 
RICPrFIVFV PINCH = 
4FrriyED I'1F)P = 
fIkri VIrv l " Iw,; = 
pU.CI61vpffe P04'1, a 
i? rrTF[Ir I'i)4Q a 
C;Ivr) 0111"3 





.l'9,sY ,t% o 
I /.qt l 
* fl', 771,iIt 
*lqfeI )4I,
.119h6l,7(4 
1 4, NI IsIF 
E'fa. IIII IF 
.r , .,p 
I-').F j:-TF a 
I L,.tI I ,F 2 
tI). IIII - I 
Fr), MI' CTTF 








.lO r, ?.,n 
,095b,8106 


















CELl. n. 10 




.9 *1p3 Q',01 RFCEVE PwErw a RECEIV D P()wER z l()5h h+nt *100572741I FO." NtltcF a F0. WOYrE x *lO3oRn.*nt . 1003A,+n1 - HIT * HIT x F F 
VERIFICATION OF A NIT I'I THF hNIjOAL PATH 
CELL'NO: 30 THRF.SL400L .*l0q;hAJ44l RECEIVE) POWER a .jf380Og0t EQ. W(,TE * *9 q9747 00 HIT a 
(NCPMAL SCANNING) OFTEClTF0 In TrHE 30T14 CELL 
DISTANCE (SA IELLIIEE'r"(ESTGTD a iI8R6%47+4P% 
*C')T3TIO t n.1 F % 1529075+0? 
OF hIIRTANCE 
SECONDS 
BETWEEN E(IRE3tGIT 411. FIDOST NULL 
A 
txlr.RSYTr S) 2 ( *615033b.p, *bs1)22.01 ) IN THE ?3TH CELL 




























Cf i tI 
CPLI 
C 













. I flsI'4.-01 
. o;"nl 4.oAt 




















































PEc~ryro PI hE ft ,*IonI"bOLI 
RFCFTVIp P.ru a *.103191 
PFrETVEID PrtiFNq z. *q9,747400 
PF tElI) POFq 2 .1011.7p0nI
r)rCrlvFI) Pprp *49b,'* . hn 
EL),N')pF ii .Lnr,,b.+Al 
P'O. ",tF -­ .tn03,,+o 
Fw NvyrT-F a *qQ5%4nHn 
EO. NTIE a *10n 3,t401 






















T0 ,NF' 0L * .Il d+Ol, RFrFIVVI)
LL*ES' -i I) z*lQnhAI4,0I RECCFIQCI l 
L'IWfqltl 0I .Ifl - 1 +MIIO PFCI VF 1 
i4six a*l''hr;44u PIFCFTVPl)
tII'NSHIBLO mI A"*IO,P.1+ t)0I FCFIVF.V 


















. I LLC05r)+.ht 
FQ, NTW r * 
EQ, N9111SIm 
F (, HJoT F na 
F4. NTWIC a 
F0, NfITf a 
Ea. NI4TCF 2 
*100S.+4t401 
*'9%Rgea+no 
q I'JI + A;,0 













































CFtL m'4. ?O 
CF.It in. pi
CELl 1111. 12 
CELI kO. P3 












*A- 6 .lJ 
I.llthML1O+,II 
*tj9Af+o) 
PhCEIVFIO P110 Ri 
RPCT'IVEL. PO..R 
REf TvI, Pul PP 
PEErCIVEll PnoFr W 
FETVFL PJ,FR 
.*I 11110Yl] " I 
. 9914,(L Al0 
*oq')4J +An 
. I 4 4 1A"i +fAI 
























STAPI SCANNING NEAQ13 CELLS 
CELL 0'1. 1 
(iLl 'l. 
TqQFSWnL(, a 
























4ti 1lf41 1, 
a 
a 
*I? 3 1pef1,I' 
*lIIOP 4+.l 
RFCE IVFI PIhF0 = 











IFL(. wI1. 6 TI"FSNCL.r, a PlpIQA, .L'I RFCEvFD P11R a ,9-' )+nl 6 f, L). 1.T1,F = 9oj-fl HITu3Nl a F 
START CAqfI"iG SIOELOAF CELLS 
CELL NO". t 
CELl fl. 2 
ChLL 'JOII. 
CELL Hq. 4 
CFL1. M11. S 
CeLt 'In. 6 
CELL N1" 7 
CEl 'M 80 
CEll M,. 9 
CELl Nn. 10 
CELL KIN, 11 
l 4EE(JLr I 
T'4REPqrIL 3 
T I'4F1 -11i, -
1Nt.SNfHrr, u 
T1,ii4i.r a 
TH ESOLO 0 
INNFSSnILOD 
Tl-Wh.31flr t 
IHR SrL.f. M 
rI'F,q,-1Lfl 2 

















Rr.CFTV F PFR 
QFFCETVFD P1) FR 
RE U IVtl Pr1N,,F 
RLCEIV'1 p 4 
RE.FivIO PnhJP 













, 0IILAI6 4 0. 



























































VIE.!FICA'IO0I I'A HIT It TiHF NfPltAI. PATH 
CELl htn. P3 T-IqESHPILI0 * .14'SIt6*01 RECEIVED PMIER .tVl14U6t0 ErD. NI'T1F A .993 30+o00 HIT T 
~:.tSCA rIIBf) IIF.?FCtTEL)





THlE 25TH CFLt 
.1903I75+0X 
.I33757$ Op 
.(lF I)ISTAHE HETeEOrJ 
SECAJO4rS 
nAAES1BHT AMA FTIRST NULL 
(A1raY"s S Tlbs) a ( *1703RIllO l -. 7?63t SQ.0P ) TI THF 7TH CFLL 






















?NOEwk 4L = 
ItIRFSHOI-I -
JPrI U QIJot ,lErFIVE) P0 ,FR ­ .0379f5* 
*lnhbl4+A1 PECFIVFI) PrlER z *oo 10S4O-J 
*Ih400,lI)I AFIZVELC PrlUr'.9 . a.O7?27+Ot 
.1aI,,1.0I RE-CFTYFD Pf.FR x *.('I17$5I1)AI 
. I Ash'5!1l I PFCH VF PrCFp a ,*99QJ? 0 
. LA'6fIq+l RF.CLIVFO PnCPP = .10I'ML 1''t 
141 rEIfI)l lIvER a. ln7h,462+nt 
,l?31 R02.lI QECEIVEl' PTrflR = .765b7Q+ol 
FD. NIIT1,F 
F0. PIITyqF
t (. r.?IE 
F.lJ* [lITB 
Q EPT. NOTtjF 
F 3. , fIT ,.K 
PA.I-n'o qF











































IHvFS"* I)L 1 
TqESH41) 1) a1I,F S,"Ol1- 2 








RECFIVFO P1 0,FR 
IJECFFO Pr4ulvt, 110,,FR 
iRF.CIVprl Pnrp 








*L0?Qq){+OlIoi01, +A  
.I')27T. t 
.101117 1 
F3. N.II V = 
F.n NIr-P a,1). OT - -
. Tr'rP = 
tt0',3('Sl+lI1 . ,I-TE u 
n. kl',TF * 
*MR'57A4 0 0 






































V,,I PC.,VI li 'Q 


















10oi,1,..,4jIl a F 
HIT F 
HIT F 
NO. to. NfEI) a 
*CELL h). 5 1,4H4FSWiI) = *1'31 qP2 4 01 HE"( 
CELL 4 THQFSNC4L11 c *t?3RA24 l nFC IvFD PWER a .9953%87400 z *944ap2n+oo MIT a F 
VED PntR a . ooh5o+ot FIt.NITIF 2 O100,195+nl HIT a F 
CELI. Nl, 6 TIRFSHIJLO 2 .1A13191 2+01 P$CETVF' *OwFP m *204161?N401 to. " Fl, 111 .1005167+1 ITT F 
CCLl NO.l 7 NJS IT P,*~o PF.CFZv~n *n.rI oQAIt~qA+0A to. m[. *9.qs3 7 111,06 HIT . F 
* CELL HTn. A TIHPEctIILI) - .IP519m.?*0t R CETVE0) PfjiFP = *999'"6h+IoQ F,'). nTI* m *"990179H.nl HIT x F 
CFLI Itl. . T' . L1D a .PFl42rL+O 0n p ICFtVFO PtI)F)1 a *99,11?4b+pO Fi. "IIIfF 2 *qq;lq 8 +AA HIT a P 
CELL N. t0 1.'RES .IpITA2+.I . ,11.oI u+AtI a *40091+701 HIT a Foit * PFCEIVFn IrFR ,bI Cr:.NISF. 
CELL N1O. I I IfSI)LP # .iPg'tt+0t FECEIVEr' P(PQ9 ,Ifs?77v4o+l F. NIaP. IO100S,74+M1 . IT a F 
VERIFICAIIGN OF A HIT IH TWE InrRI'AL PATH 
Ct L. N(T, 7 TA~RSHlwLn % .1ssqhj)3Au4 PECF hE)) PrIiFq c .1076690+01 f 0. MIIT~E .9946fla5'+AO HIT s T 




flISTAI-CE (SAIE.LLtYF,".WFSIQNT) % ~~~tS0 OF kflkC(1I0I4T ANA PS 

W.C'3tIS1 TU TImF a *qo44)t64 SFCA'JD 

*UrnRss,VTrkbS) C ( ..JMSSOQOI.0, .. zas- I li' THF 5IT4 CE L 
SIAQI %ctHH'4G1 - N(IF.AL, Phi's 
*inH. I IHRE saLt = *Io4,41O+I ?EtEIVPI) AnwFIR 9 .1)040841tI Eb. WIT7IF u .1060o3't0f PtWIT aI F 
CELL W1'. 2 litti"SHr.1.h a *1196111i'I o RfCFTVFI) POFP . '.472?101+60 Fn. NIITSE u '9971.?4n0 PlyT a F 
CML fel, 3 TIRFfl'iflI.O = *2W031t44'lI RhCE IIVED IER 0a *962001+40 F(%. NtSA. .99112.101+116 IT a F 4CELl. 'll. 4 fI 'ESOLr - .tO'ni "t REC IVED PO.CR a .3101) 0'I2*+I Q. NO)T4F . .I00071,nl WIT a F 
CELl 1.. 5 IHFSwfLfl = t nlthh'J+(II RFCFTVFIQ P04FP a tA'157741 En. lITcF A .I0nIpzI-+o HIT a F 
CEI I I:n. A 1I'.FSWWlI . *l04hl'j o01 UECEIVEA' POWER f *Q'Q7hqA+I0n In. WHITu a qQQ7?,biA PIT u F 4CLi l.41 7 .- IIF SwlLt\ a .I;61h1 *oI PFrETVI)Pn,,FF = 9q11307+10 F17.N'TRF .99?,R?:8+(I HIT a F 
CMIL HI, 8 I)'E,3.,Lc, = I1As11'1 1 RPCFYVF) pflF a *190 7e+0l0 Fr).NjyTW a qu5?r.p+Pn HIT = F 
CFLL !nC.9 jI1nf3,rfl t04YIV P'.4ll.EIVEI) F( . 'F aiT .9z701,1.n+nl HIT = F*',1P.ka q9717'It+o0 * 
MtL lit). i ( Tl.IF5101. *flsh)il1 Il PCEVFn P*ilr a4 .10?na F'J, NOIS'F = *IO0i2i77+11I HIT av
IPL L'. I I .*11n1,',O. = qWT+I() aO * ,,1*Q tht+iO WIT . FIHESNWL 0 Io FCEIVFm Pn'PFR o.eN'tq 
CELL ,m. I IP4FS"l.1) a InI ,s14 11 PFCEIVEI. 004.4 = *,0 40U +nI E0, N',TIF = ,11,35,+nl ITT 2 p 
CVLL *In. a . WITlO F1l IHRF 4WL,1) z IaI*ItC*,I6.l IkVirTvfI)pfI'4Rp j()AtJ7Qtj+61 N F a *I(O'oI),41 HIr t 
-it'. IhS',,Rl')LI 2 A I4hI 0OPO.IsisP{IIVII' a.F I"Q91ffL Il ,I1 p . Ed', NIPT F , 1 O)SoI'7+1 MIT = F 
CILL TrlE0s.tP r Iv,', ' 1iP.PEIPECEIVF1 .a10004013.To S(0. WIT If-q .9'9.6r47+7. HIT = FNOr. 15 Pir, a 
CM, t ,. l, tti*SHf.llIt = *I %$ihl ' fl RFCIJi-VfO F I, P .96qh633.4D . I.XTIF . .49h6j,(l,.An HIT a F 
Cr[ 1-'. I 1 ,'l"51'1F.) - *l1i&AI'4+(t CFIvEIJ PfliFr = . 9906 11,i+O Fl,, JI;'I F = 0 41467400 HII = F 
rPLL 'I IA Tr'5,Ik51I1 a I,ns, 14,,)l OF~dF IVFO PO1144 = *'9M,sIl+iIf El). Not tE = .'lIASns, ,l 141T = F 
CP.t' - FFCF IQFI ,PUU)Q',J+7+fI Nul. "IT FI 11 Il.'ISH.'lr = *I 45lrI flP a E,. a 10o0U-..+8 
CFl 1i pA r1 1 n iI I)p a. j* PF ',lIl,'r Io nlI',j-,n4HIT F0. h .f,m, tl 'lIf PFrP p'v, q . w,7uI+ilI 
C.L ',. ?I IHRFF'4lRllP = .0F/3,h 1U4111 I CkIV Ij P ll FR v I1Qs4 ) i' O1 -IqIPt.,c n HIT a F 
CLI l l. ?t Ib, sr9'as,,l ) ±= I*I Ppj'lliol QFCIVFI) pVkFR = .Fi'71o+n 70. bMOTRP z , II0H0,1"4 0 !? F 
-111. .) - I J,FCFPIVF 1 .)q ). | F =n ,S-!lr 1 .CF.I1 I' =a .l1Sh'lhI t I P-fl'P = .;?1 E 'i * n III F 4 

CF 11, 1 ?d(). = I ItU* 1 I4 p IP1) Piza q97',9?+q 0 F1, II I6q,'P 1,+0o HIT = FI'''y-'li ,) I 1h' 

CELL % WI i.oi r ± .16i Is.P 1 ICF, 
 1 I p(I$-V Q #TnC-lr 2 HITY
' %' 0,') lQ .9971 (9 4 60 F 
I r t si 1 l ~I5 I a, *I', Q+'(.I PPlPIVF,0 P-11,. a *jIII'sI'1.1#4I F .). 1T, zl ,lO't),',,1Ik~ il 1
 a I 
*eli 'N% ?1 I1-S41.0 IN 0'6 lirIv IPWII a 9 7109il+00f Ei. NI'I *'=Q997, Q-.+00 Ill I z F*otI 1401 

Lftf "0. P81 a Io~I Ivr Pisr~ fit, WCil = H0INI =
H-~9(ivmt q"R "0 -iFr p *I I, IN Ae+4I F *IlAo4?s5o F 
4
Isis id. ?9 1, P'5IL) a I',,'Itf '4;1p(Ivr %t P 1104~P a *15,.1 I11 t.14, lyTrf .'9"MI1'.+OO HT! a F 
1.~) 39 q0s~ J1 t, a 1 4U WPYlfll p')iIQa Ni.t I: = a PRCI VIED Ilql',ilO.40 I, Qiql0 HI? 
CFLI NiJs 31 1$IRI'jt., 1 '146814a1401i$ RECEIVFt P(OWFR 9 *90 q%3?S#IlO 
CFLI Nil. 32 1NNESHO).t, .31,,6811 ,1 PltftFnV~ Pnq a *qsu 7':Rr4ar 
CFLL *PI0 33. 'F34rLI' * IO'A1u+iTI RFCTVED PIIIIF?. 0 9qbqB6H+IIO 
CL Mrs. 34 Idp5...0. l, I l96A14+01 qFCE.VEoPOWE-R s *0584 nI 
CLi. 'I. 3S TkR FPSI 1 . InrlgSa 4+01 RECEIVED PM4EP a *Q.3o111)0(1 
CFLt sin. 36 'IdE1F.I), A IoqhAl4+0 ,ECTEI) PvFR z 100571b7+11 
CfLt. I',. V1 TrNF S.ntl n *10"'4jl+Utn RECEIVED POnEI = *9943n18+.i 
CFL. V)9. to l"rFg5l1 1. - IANABIR#61 RFCETVU) PlNR-q z .1002031+0i 
CEIL NO'. 19 TN4 !wIN, Q InSA4I.+0I PECrIVEi P4FR = oQt3S7o+0 1)0Cll ?NO. 00 INIFq 1.nlrlA I*IO[l4,1 PFCFTVEI) Pn., = . 0)430An a 
CELL tIn. & I I kEq-,ILQ .1IV,W41 41 RECEI V F ) 111.49 .*?tl ?7,.00 
tLt. t,. 42 1hotl54L0 a .uosnldrII ICFTVEl P1 -FIR I 
C Ll 1N1 INSH,. (9,i1 .Irt b11J,0i PFC1vFTlp P0. .F *9ab'9+3ln 
CELl 1". I TI4ESI'Ifil r .1o rwi.01 PF.rfIVE1 PF'Ivf.it = .IO10' 5lI 
CELL NQ 'i. ll5~ r 0. 2 1951,~ PFC)VrD PFl,,F.Rr *tou7Q1)+AI 
CELL N. e1 1' F S-LIIA n1,h1 1 RlNI-CE TyIP P()IFR = .Qt073+6? 0 
CELL NisI? INNF-.IIr i ln'tI14+01 PF~rivFr PCIINoFRr, 0bv .00 
CILL . % 4 1-4F "Hils( =. iT)NAhI4+AtIj f.CFT VEi P1bFR . .99712072.+no, 
Citi. 0, 19 IP S401Ln % *I0qtj+O RECfzV') PIJ.FH = ,Q.P0Q,'?Q0 
CELL )n. so0 Ik.4Eq1I C,9. 05i 4 P~II11 RkCFIVC) Pfl4FR = * 133 1 f*itI 
CPLL . I I I flP9.0) ma "* Inis +u1uI RP CFTVFOI)p'TFR III ,') 315,+tn I 
LI-LI 'rl. 91I IIRL35.11J % *l1AI9PA24 0i RELCtTI E) POAFR a III 0(2IQ0 1 
EQ. NOT.p a 99044411440 HIT i 
EQ. mtr~rj 1 19 9112i3p~no HIT a 
Fr1. N(IT0E z *99,Ob6i)+0 HnIT a 
E(Q. NllF 2 ,100517401 NIT a 
EQ. NLuTtF * qu3opp ft4 HIT = 
i0. NETt Fz ,I0OSiJ7+ot PIT a 
EI. N[I111F .9943j07401 NIT -
Ea. NnTOF A ,10 ?At +ti HIT a 
E'Q. NOiTYF A .9943l)Ah 0 NiTT 
41, NOToF 2 .994Sn.lo HIT 
EQ. NOF1 a * 97.q­ qslq"+o IIlis 
EQ9.?bM,0flNOt4ItF a .9942 1 ,n0+ HIT a UFQ.N0TF 9 94?0,,n0 HIT = 
FH). NnIcp' 2 *l0 'Sr,7+PI HIT a 
U-1. NOT1',F .l0l9to WIT . 
. MITE I .999lin'cLS 6T HIT , 
EN0 1OF 'TP 3 . 99-nSA +30 HIT * 
EQ. NOT,,F a. 111,1.inflrIT 
ilN IICE a .l9uT+n(aO HIT a 
E0 'IIC. qF 2 .991101,21.11) HIT ~' 
Fp. NwjsI *9 bAI.,faIT 























START SCL'4 'G E&,,Ay rFILLS 
CFLl jl 















1) INE'51)LO a 
I IH4POLrE , a 
tIP.j9As+Z RECETV0 POiEJ 2 
IP31rA +0i RF.CPFI Pr1Fq a 
)r)a*ItQ1.I Rf.CPIVEI PI)14FQ Is 
, ".t1'>A?,+ *FCFVI PI1R Z 
"Ip 3jqftlPftl+ 9hCEIF PO'FP 


















9 9U117+00 HIT a 
i0nI3wp+nj HIT,= 
.IOns7+A I tIT I 
*.99569t+lO HIT :c 












CLI ': b.IHNS,11 Isa *I1tl2.0i RF.CFtVEI) FWP Is a *1006920+Il FQo NIlTti -
C L. ';rI. a IHrittiII nl 2 *}?ijI'A2tI PECEI7VF PMSQF . r9"0474,llO . tlq -
C t.-0. s 1IIRS.,.fL = *ja)lqn.t RECEIVE() pfl4R s: .*100637 +01 EQ, tITlF I HT 
CF0l. -. 11J 2NLL 1?319201 PtrEIVFQ PIPER % IO9ng +I IQ. NiT ± 
CELL '.k 1-011, . z I psI'N i ? + I CCFIVEI PIER b Itlnp+o eu Itt a 
CE(l. N. b IPkAPES,0 *IH  A*flt RhCFIVFO PfIFI . *Oil's32N4 0 1IPp.s(iTkF r 
C1* 7 Ir.E311iitr I: I?3j1IA8+OI 9i'C1FV PrfRP .997555bli60 fl.NO ' .ll 
CELL N-1. 8 IH.*E3..TI I( Il? Il)e+nl PKCEIVE.) P"IlFN *I0ftf't1+01 EQ. 'i-Il.F = 
CELL N 1. 9 1r th Wl­ 1a.psIr?nq2,+(;I PR1FlVF P11*6 a . 99flAS1)n Ip-oo. NO(I I4 z 
CPLI ~ii' 0 LOPiESwil I, 1 31'i'C 4iCE tVn I E Up3*PI)pIII 1. -1+00 P Q. NI tFl. a 




































CIII -e, " I 
A HitIt THE114 VI3QAL 
'S'() a *IShPliniI 
PATH 
7k.CFIVFI) P'kER a *Ifl9'flJ94flIt NIJICwj a It i~ n HIf a T 
t. AL C~rI.,f t Ftlrt V) f'uI 511. CU L 
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This document presents the results pertaining Lo the trade­
off analysis and performance of the Ku-Band Shuttle antenna 
pointing and signal acquisition system. The study was performed 
assuming the existance of various antenna scanning trajectories


and various signal acquisition algorithms. The square, hexagonal
 

and spiral trajectories were investigated assuming the TDRS


.postulated uncertainty region and a flexible statistical model


for the location of the TDRS within the uncertainty volume.
 

The scanning trajectories, Shuttle/TDRS signal parameters and


dynamics and three signal acquisition algorithms were integrated


into a hardware simulation discussed herein and documented in


detail in Volume IV. The hardware simulation is quite flexible


in that it allows one -to evaluate signal acquisition-performance.


for an arbitrary (programmable) antenna pattern, a-large'range


of C/No's, various TDRS/Shuttle a prioriuncertainty distributions


and three distinct signal search algorithms.


Based upon the data made available during this contract


period, certain Ku-Band forward link signal threshold characteristics


were studied. The antenna pointind and acquisition threshold is found


to be less than 60 d.B-Hz with an acquisition time dependent on the


antenna scan procedure and acquisition algorithm implemented.


Various techniques are discussed in this report and a computer


program is presented from which these can be evaluated. It








spec even in light of the uncertainty associated with the


possibilities of antenna sidelobe acquisition. The details are


provided herein. Assuming a single channel monopulse system and a


30 MHz IF bandwidth, a monopulse tracking loop bandwidth of one Hz,


the monopulse tracking jitter is 0.11 degrees at C/N = 54 dB-Hz.


The Costas loop arm filter bandwidths can be chosen to be ten


times the data rate such that no false-lock problem occurs


during carrier acquisition. Assuming loop bandwidth of


= 3 kHz, the loop jitter is 10 degrees at C/N0 = 60.4 dB-Hz.
BL 
 
Acquisition can ,be accomplished in less than 10 seconds.


For the pirpose of antenna scanning analysis, a reference


coordinate system, whose z-axis is in line with the center
 

axis of a specified uncertainty cone of the TDRS position, is


chosen for the relative relation between the TDRS and the Shuttle


antenna. The scan path of the Shuttle antenna can be projected


onto the (x,y) plane of the coordinate system; while the uncertainty


cone of th3 TDRS position can be described by a circle in the


(x,y) plane. The uncertainty in the position of the TDRS is


modeled by a truncated Gaussian probability density p(x,y) with


2 = 2 =2


uncertainty parameters ax =Y 2 a By changing the value


of this variance parameter, the model is sufficiently general


to include a uniform distribution of TDRS position uncertainty








In the study of antenna scanning three types of trajectories











structure of coverage over the uncertainty cone of the TDRS


position. The analysis technique used for finding average


scan time is discussed and an illustration of the technique


for a specific type of scanning trajectories and motion of the


Shuttle antenna is given. The results show that the spiral tra­

jectories is in general better than the other two trajectories,


especially for a constant velocity along a trajectory, since the


path of a spiral trajectory (from the center of uncertainty cone


to its edge) can be shorter than the other two.


From the Ku-band system specifications, it has been


recognized that the variation of the received signal level at


the Shuttle (due to TDRS EIRP path loss and antenna pointing loss


variations) varies as much as 23 dB. If the antenna sidelobes are


not sufficiently suppressed, a potential problem called sidelobe
 

acquisition may cause the degradation in system performance.


Therefore in this tradeoff analysis study, three different


acquisition strategies are'proposed and evaluated. The first


acquisition strategy may be used for the case where the sidelobe


acquisition does not impose a problem to the system. The other


two strategies are primarily designed to avoid the sidelobe


acquisition (especially the first sidelobe).


In this study, we assume that the first sidelobe of the


Shuttle antenna is 17.5 dB suppression from the main lobe of the


antenna so that we can study the effectiveness of the acquisition


algorithm proposed. Surely, one should note that the sidelobe


acquisition can be overcome by tapering down the sidelobes of


the Shuttle antenna below 23 dB. However, it has been


found that with one particular acquisition algorithm studied,








The scan schemes and acquisition algorithms are all integrated


by a computer simulation program. This software package, discussed


herein, provides a useful tool for predicting the performance


of the Ku-band antenna pointing system. Various options are


available for users to do tradeoff studies on system parameters


in designing an acquisition system. The software package has


been tested on UNIVAC 1100 Series computers and verified with


analytical results.


